NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS AMONG OCEAN INTERNAL WAVES IN THE WAKE OF A MOVING CYCLONE.
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The nonlinear dynamics leading to the generation of superinertial internal waves in the ocean, in the wake of a cyclonic storm, is investigated by means of theoretical arguments and of numerical integration of the hydrostatic Boussinesq equations in a simplified realistic open-ocean setting. The velocity fields are first decomposed into internal baroclinic modes and then the energy transfer across modes and at different frequencies is computed. The well known triangle condition for \((k'_z, k''_z, k'''_z)\) triad interactions in vertical wavenumber space, \(|k'_z \pm k''_z| = k'''_z\), in the case of realistic (i.e. non constant) stratification can be transposed to a condition on the interacting triads in baroclinic mode-number space. This confirms that the \((n, m, l)\) triad of modes interacts when \(|n \pm m| = l\) and highlights that other mode-number triads can be resonant and that even the interaction of a mode with itself becomes possible. The energy transfer across modes is dominated by the advection of high mode \((m)\) waves by the second mode wave \((n = 2)\), which is the most energetic, and this results in the excitation of the \(l = m - 2\) mode wave at the double inertial frequency. The analyzed nonlinear interactions lead to a transfer of energy from the near-inertial waves, directly excited by the storm, to the superinertial waves, which typically propagate faster and further than their lower frequency parents and can lead to internal mixing even at large distances from the region of the large air-sea momentum fluxes.

Figure 1. The analytical coefficients \(\phi_{n,m}^{\alpha}\) represent the energy transferred from the inertial range of the \((n, m)\)-th modes waves to the double inertial energy range of the power spectrum of the \(l\)-th mode waves. The strongest interaction is the one involving the \(n = 2\) and \(m = l + 2\) mode waves. The circles denote the lines where the strict triangle condition \(|n \pm m| = l\) applies and it is clear that weaker interactions take place also in the neighborhood of these lines. The minus highlights the negative interactions.
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